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Daystate Delta wolf HP PCP Air rifle, Daystate Delta wolf HP PCP Air rifle in

.22 (5.5mm). Made in England. At its electronic heart, the Delta Wolf

incorporates touchscreen controlled Advanced Velocity Technology (AVT)

which enables the selection of pre-set calibre-specific power levels. An integral

chronograph is linked to the onboard electronic heart and can correct any

variation should it arise. Huma-Air regulator, removable 480cc carbon bottle.

High-capacity self-Indexing magazine system is cycled with a smooth side-lever

cocking action, the lever for which can be swapped by the shooter to the left in a

minute. Adjust from pellet speed, hammer strength, valve opening duration and

regulator pressure, or choose from pre-loaded sets. Built in chrono graph reads

every shot and automatically adjusts accordingly. Includes carbon fibre silencer,

charging cable, magazine, quickfill and daystate hardcase. The ultimate PCP Air

rifle. Still new. R46000  

Seller Info

Name: Marius Botha

First Name: Marius

Last Name: Botha

Country: South Africa

ZIP code: 0083

Address: 101 Douglas road

Phone: +082 (307) 827-4
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Title: Daystate Delta wolf HP PCP Air rifle

Price: R 46,000.00

Make: Daystate

Model: Delta wolf

Calibre: .22

Condition: Brand New

Description: Daystate Delta wolf HP

PCP Air rifle in .22

(5.5mm). Made in

England. At its electronic

heart, the Delta Wolf

incorporates touchscreen

controlled Advanced

Velocity Technology

(AVT) which enables the

selection of pre-set

calibre-specific power

levels. An integral

chronograph is linked to

the onboard electronic

heart and can correct any

variation should it arise.

Huma-Air regulator,

removable 480cc carbon

bottle. High-capacity

self-Indexing magazine

system is cycled with a

smooth side-lever cocking

action, the lever for which

can be swapped by the
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shooter to the left in a

minute. Adjust from pellet

speed, hammer strength,

valve opening duration

and regulator pressure, or

choose from pre-loaded

sets. Built in chrono graph

reads every shot and

automatically adjusts

accordingly. Includes

carbon fibre silencer,

charging cable, magazine,

quickfill and daystate

hardcase. The ultimate

PCP Air rifle. Still new.

R46000

 

Phone: +082 (307) 827-4

Email: marius_botha@hotmail.co

m

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:Gauteng

City: Pretoria
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